
Anxiety During Adolescence
How to strengthen against anxiety and build courage and resilience.

the science of anxiety – taking the 'anxiety out of anxiety' with an easy-to-understand explanation of

the brain during anxiety;

why anxiety feels the way it does; 

the relationship between anxiety and courage, and how to let courage lead;

how the brain changes during adolescence, and how these changes can impact anxiety;

the mindset that will strengthen teens against anxiety and towards courage; 

powerful, practical strategies to find calm when anxiety hits; 

how anxiety interferes with learning, and how to switch on the 'learning brain';

how anxiety can affect performance (during exams, recitals, on the stage, or on the sports field) and

how to loosen its grip; 

creating a shared language to strip the stigma from anxiety;

how behaviours are built in the brain - why old responses to anxiety (anxious thoughts, avoidance,

fight) can feel difficult to change, and the simple, powerful explanation that can help strengthen all

adolescents towards healthy new behaviours;

getting the foundations right - how to strengthen the brain against anxiety;

building strong foundations - proven ways to strengthen the brain against anxiety;

happy sleep - how to shift anxiety out of the way at bedtime;

a conversation about courage - what all adolescents need to know.

Everyone experiences anxiety at some time, but add in the whirlwind of changes that come with

adolescence, and anxiety can feel bigger than it deserves to. This dynamic presentation will provide

adolescents with powerful, practical information and strategies to help them strengthen against anxiety,

move through challenges, expand their self-belief and engage with the world with confidence, courage

and strength - because the world can't be brilliant without them. Participants will learn: 
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